The forward-backward asymmetry of bottom quarks is measured with statistics of approximately 80 000 hadronic Z ° decays produced in e+e -collisions at a centre of mass energy of x/~.Mz. The tagging ofb quark events has been performed using the semileptonic decay channel b~X + Ix. Because the asymmetry depends on the weak coupling, this leads to a precise measurement of the electroweak mixing angle sin 2 0w. The experimental result is A ~ = 0.115 + 0.043 ( star. ) + 0.013 ( syst. ). After correcting the value for the B°B ° mixing this becomes A~=0.161+0.060(stat.)+0.021(syst.) corresponding to sin20wUS=0.221 + 0.011 (stat.) + 0.004 (syst.).
Introduction
The forward-backward asymmetry AFB in e÷e ---,IT (f=lx, e, x, q) is sensitive to the axial-and vector-coupling of the initial and final state fermions. At x/~ = Mz it is described in lowest order by the relation = with 2vfaf 2(1-41Qflsin2 0w s4= v2 +a 2 -l+(l_41Qflsin20w)2, which is valid for light fermions (mf/M z << 1 ) and neglecting terms of the order (Fz/Mz) 2 for the 7 exchange. Results on AFa for ~t, e and x final states have already be presented by the LEP Collaborations [ l ] .
In this paper the asymmetry for bottom quarks A~B is determined by selecting their semileptonic decay into muons. The angular distribution of the b quark in the reaction e +e---,b5 at x/~=Mz is predicted by the standard model to be: da d cos Of --oc ( 1 +cos 2 0f+2 cos 0f~) = ( 1 + cos~0r+-~ cos Of d~n) •
The line of flight of the b-quark is obtained from the direction of the event thrust axis, with orientation determined by the measured muon charge. The charge of the muon follows from the charge of the quark, up to B 0~o mixing effects which can change the decay flavour content of the B meson and thus fake the opposite direction. The muons produced by b decay have large transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis. This allows the backgrounds from other channels to be reduced. To interpret the measured asymmetry in terms of the b quark asymmetry, the flavour origin of muons as well as the hadronic background must be known.
The detector
The DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere [2] . Only components relevant to this analysis are summarized here. Charged particle tracks are reconstructed in a 1.23 T magnetic field, generated by a large superconducting solenoid. A time projection chamber is the main tracking device, which is supplemented in the barrel region by the inner detector and the outer detector. Two forward drift chambers complete the tracking system.
The iron return yoke of the magnet is instrumented with a hadron calorimeter segmented along its depth into four towers in both the barrel and the endcaps. The muon identification chambers are situated at the periphery of DELPHI after more than 1 m of iron. The barrel muon detector is divided into three layers: an inner, an external and a peripheral layer covering the dead space between sectors. Each layer consists of two active planes of drift chambers parallel to the beam axis measuring the transverse and longitudinal coordinates of the muon track. The forward muon detector consists of two layers arranged in quadrants. Each layer contains two planes of drift chambers crossed at fight angles, which measure the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the muon.
DELPHI is triggered by a redundant combination of signals from tracking chambers, electromagnetic calorimeters, muon chambers and scintillation hodoscopes in the barrel and forward region. The trigger efficiency for hadronic events is larger than 99% for [cos 0thl < 0.93, where 0th is the polar angle of the thrust axis of the event.
Selection of hadronic Z ° events
The data used in this analysis have been collected during the year 1990 by DELPHI at the LEP collider. The sample of hadronic decays of the Z ° is obtained with the following requirements:
(a) at least 7 reconstructed charged particles coming from the interaction region with polar angle 0 between 20 ° and 160 ° and momentum above 0.2 GeV/ c; (b) the total visible energy of charged and neutral particles has to be greater than 30% of the centre of mass energy; (c) the visible energy has to be at least 3 GeV in both the forward and backward hemispheres with respect to the beam axis.
These cuts reduce the background (Z ° leptonic decays, beam-gas events, 77 events) to less than 0.3%. The efficiency of this selection is determined by Monte Carlo simulations to be about 93% for hadronic Z ° decays. The identification of muons is essentially performed with the muon chambers in connection with the tracking devices in the barrel and in the forward region. In the analysis only data are retained taken in runs, where all necessary detectors were working well. In this way 79 271 events are selected with a centre of mass energy of v/s= Mz + 0.2 GeV.
Selection of muon candidates
The Z°--,bb channel is tagged by the identification of a muon coming from the semileptonic decay of a b or 1~ quark. Only particles with momentum larger than 3 GeV/c are considered, because the muons have to penetrate through the hadron calorimeter iron to the muon chambers.
To accept a track as a muon candidate a fit combining the muon chamber hits with the tracking information is performed. Therefore the tracks are extrapolated to the muon chambers and then associated and fitted to the muon chamber hits. The result of this procedure is a fitted track at the muon chambers and a X 2. In the barrel region the following requirements must be fulfilled: -There must be at least two planes hit in the muon chambers with at least one plane hit in one of the two external layers. -The fit should have an acceptable Z 2, where the X 2 is calculated from the difference in transverse position and azimuthal angle between the extrapolated trajectory and the fitted track.
In the forward region the following requirements must be fulfilled: -There must be at least two planes hit in the forward muon chambers with at least one plane hit in the external layer. -The fit should have an acceptable Z 2 per degree of freedom, where the Z 2 is calculated from (a) the difference in position between the extrapolated trajectory and fitted track in the horizontal and vertical coordinates and in the azimuthal and polar angle and (b) the difference between the fitted track and the hits in the muon chambers.
The values of the X 2 cut in the barrel and forward region were evaluated from the data and optimized to suppress background (punch through, decays etc.) while keeping a high muon identification efficiency.
The analysis is restricted to muons with a polar angle 0 u such that 0.03<1cos0~1<0.60, 0.71<1cos0~1<0.93, in order to exclude regions with poor geometrical acceptance. The identification efficiency is determined to be eu= (78 _+ 2)% inside the acceptance of the barrel and forward muon chambers for muons with momenta larger than 3 GeV/c. This number is determined by Monte Carlo simulation and checked with data from the Z°--,~t+~t -channel. More details on muon identification can be found in ref. [ 3 ] .
With these criteria 6564 muon candidates were selected in the momentum range 3 <pU< 35 GeV/c.
Analysis method
The experimental muon distribution was modeled by generating simulated events with the Lund parton shower program JETSET 7.2 [4] using string fragmentation. For b and c quarks the fragmentation is described by the Peterson function [ 5 ] 
where z is the fraction of the quark momentum carded by the hadron. The hardness of the fragmention is determined by the parameter e. The mean scaled energy of B hadrons (XE) = 0.705 + 0.011 as recently measured by the LEP Collaborations [6 ] can be translated to e= 0.005 + 0.002 using the Lund parton shower program. This value is chosen for the analysis. The generated events were passed through the full DELPHI chain of simulation and reconstruction.
Knowledge of the composition of the identified muon sample is needed for the determination of the asymmetry. Therefore the Monte Carlo sample is divided into four classes:
( 1 )fb, muons from direct b decay (b~ix); (2) The first class includes a small contribution of the order of a few percent from the process b-+ x-, Ix. The composition of the sample predicted by Monte Carlo simulation depends strongly on the momentum spectra of the muon candidates. The variables used in the analysis are the longitudinal momentum PL and the transverse momentum Pr of the muon with respect to the jet axis, which is determined using the Lund cluster algorithm [ 4 ] for charged and neutral particles. The parameter for the cluster distance scale is chosen to be Djoi, = 2.5 GeV/c. For the calculation of the axis of the jet to which the muon belongs, the muon momentum is excluded. The jet axis reproduces the original B hadron direction with an accuracy of about 2 degrees on Monte Carlo simulated events. The relative contributions of the four classes obtained by full detector simulation for different pxcuts are summarized in table 1. The charge of the muon in the semileptonic b decay reflects the charge of the original quark. The direction of quarks in the centre of mass system is taken to be the thrust axis of charged and neutral particles in hadronic events. The orientation is then calculated by multiplying -cos 0th with the muon charge.
Fitting procedures
The determination of the forward-backward asymmetry A ba has been performed using three different fitting procedures. The first one is an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the PL and PT distribution of the muons with respect to the thrust axis. To check the results of this fit a binned maximum likelihood fit to the same distribution is performed. As an independent analysis also a direct X 2 fit to the angular distribution of muons after acceptance correction and background subtraction was done.
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit
A precise determination of the parameter A~ is achieved by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the cos 0th distribution in the region pU> 3 GeV/c and p~ > 0.7 GeV/c using the PL--Px distribution to determine the different contributions coming from the 4 classes defined in section 5. The number of events selected within these kinematical cuts is 3226. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 compare the measured distributions of p, PT and -Qu cos 0m with the prediction from simulation, split into the different classes. The method has already been used in a similar way by the L3 Collaboration [ 7 ] . First a distance is defined inside the momentum plane as follows: ~t,2 = { (log PL, t --log PL,2 ) 2
TO calculate the probabilities that an event belongs to the different classes, Monte Carlo generated events close to the data event are used. For each event the Nmc Monte Carlo events with the smallest distance in the log PL versus exp(--PT) plane are colleeted. Data events with a muon in the barrel (forward) muon chambers are compared only with Monte Carlo events with a muon in the barrel (forward) cham- where Ak is the integrated asymmetry of class k and the superscript exp indicates that the experimental measured asymmetry is reduced by B°l] ° mixing. The additional factor cl has been calculated with the JETSET 7.2 Monte Carlo program. It is due to the fact that the b quark may decay either into a c quark or into a e quark. Because of the opposite charge sign of the produced muons, the contributions of these two different processes cancel partly. The correction factor c2 has been calculated using KORAL-Z [8] (sin2Ow=0.23) and correcting for B°B ° mixing assuming ;~ = 0.143 ( see also section 7 ). On the Z ° peak these factors are found to be c1=0.77, c2=0.88. The asymmetry of the background A 4 is calculated with the Monte Carlo simulation and is compatible with zero. Due to the cos 0th dependence of the thickness of penetrated iron inside the detector the background fraction depends on the polar angle of the muon. To take this into account the Monte Carlo ratio of background to true muons was fitted as a polynomial in cos 0th. The background events have been reweighted according to their polar angle keeping the total number constant. No cos 0th dependence was found for the ratios of the other classes. Combining all information gives the negative logarithm of the likelihood function, which has to be minimized,
where Pkj is the probability of event j to belong to class k as determined from the Nuc Monte Carlo events around event j.
The fitted asymmetry for the sample is A~xP = 0.115 +_ 0.043 (star.) + 0.013 (syst.).
The statistical uncertainty comes from the fit, while the contributions to the total systematic uncertainty shown are detailed in table 2. These contributions have been studied and evaluated in the ranges given.
The binned maximum likelihood fit
A binned maximum likelihood fit in the two-dimensional PL--PT distribution has been performed to obtain the asymmetry of the b quark. The method is based on counting the number of events in the forward and backward hemispheres with respect to the initial electron direction. The asymmetry is then determined from 
The ze-fit
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit is considered to be the most precise method for the determination of the asymmetry due to the construction of the likelihood function. On the other hand the understanding of the acceptance and the background can be proved performing a conventional least square fit to the angular distribution, where the evaluation of Table 2 Contributions to the systematic error of the maximum likelihood fit. To enrich the sample orb quark candidates a more severe cut on the transverse momentum ofpT> 1.2 GeV/c is performed. This reduces the number of events with identified muons to 1714. The sample includes contributions from b-cascade, charmed quarks, misidentified hadrons and decays. In this kinematical region the latter two amount to a fraction of 22%. The background contribution can be checked with muon candidates which have PT < 0.6 GeV/c. In this region the background is expected to be dominant (see table 1 ) and the asymmetry, obtained by counting the backward and forward events, is found to be h~ ck =0.005 _ 0.020. After hadronic background subtraction and acceptance correction the expression quoted above has been fitted to the data using a conventional x2-fit method with the asymmetry as a free parameter. The angular domain of the thrust axis is restricted to I cos 0th[ < 0.90. The result of the fit gives the observed asymmetry A~S=0.073+0.039, with z2=ll.0 for 16 degrees of freedom.
The angular distribution and the result of the fit are shown in fig. 4 . The observed asymmetry is related to the b asymmetry as follows: This result is consistent with the previous estimates. It has however larger statistical errors due to the higher Pt cut and to the background and acceptance corrections. The systematic error has been evaluated varying the fractions f~ of the different muon sources and the values ofcl and c2 in the ranges of table 2. This gives a contribution of the fractions of 0.020 and of the factors of 0.004 and 0.005 respectively. The last contribution of the error is due to the uncertainty of the mixing parameter. Using the program ZFITTER [9] , which includes QED radiative corrections, the electroweak mixing angle in the MS renormalization scheme is determined to be: sin 2 0~ s =0.221 +_0.011 (stat.) + 0.003 (syst.) + 0.002 (syst.).
The result agrees with the values determined from bl~ asymmetries by the other LEP Collaborations [7, 10] and also with those obtained from di-lepton asymmetries and Z ° lineshape measurements [ 11 ] .
